
FALL 2020
V I R T U A L  E N R I C H M E N T

PISCATAWAY COMMUNITY EDUCATIONPISCATAWAY COMMUNITY EDUCATION

6 WEEK PROGRAM

REGISTER ONLINE AT COMMUNITY PASS 

Select Browse Activities, Fall Enrichment 2020

For additional information call 732-572-4688

all classes are held virtually via zoom

*Any NECESSARY MATERIALS WILL BE MAILED

ZUMBA:
 Virtual Livestream Zumba kids class. Zumba® Kids, Jr classes
are rockin', high-energy virtual dance class packed with kid-
friendly routines!

WEDNESDAYS- 3:30PM- $80.00 PER STUDENT
GRADES K-3RD 11/04-12/09

national csi camp: *
If you love CSI and forensics, this online STEM camp is for you! Taught by
current and former detectives (how cool is that!), this one week class is
packed with hands-on activities to learn what it takes to become a crime
scene investigator. Solve a missing persons case, create and examine
blood splatter patterns, recover fingerprints and classify them, analyze
handwriting with chromatography, practice interrogation techniques,
make a magnifying glass, and much more! 

1.5 HR PER DAY FOR 1 WEEK- 4:00PM- $89.00 PER STUDENT
GRADES 6-12TH 11/09-11/13  or 12/07-12/11

ENGINEERING - GOSTEM ACADEMY: *
Our Virtual Engineering class is completely hands-on as students
are provided materials and supplies for each project. We take
engineering to the next level by providing exposure to different
types of engineering. Students will have the opportunity to get
their hands on with different streams of engineering like chemical,
mechanical, electrical, structural, environmental, forensic
engineering, and many more through fun activities like slime,
oobleck, suspension bridges, marble runs, etc. 

THURSDAYS- 3:30PM- $74.00 PER STUDENT
GRADES K-7TH 11/05-12/17

scratch coding - sTEAMWORKS STUDIO:
SCRATCH was designed to introduce students to coding
fundamentals through interactive games and animations.
Students will use drag-and-drop coding blocks to create
classic arcade games!

FRIDAYS- 3:30PM- $98.00 PER STUDENT
GRADES 1-5TH 11/06-12/18

sECRET AGENT - mAD sCIENCE: *
 Using powers of observation and an Inspectikit, you’ll
become a forensic scientist & uncover the “who” and “how”.
As a super spy you will learn clever ways of performing tasks
in this hands-on interactive program utilizing the science
behind spies. From decoding messages to metal detectors
and night vision, children will have the opportunity to check
out spy equipment and step into the shoes of a spy in action!
Join in activity kits mailed to each child.

MONDAYS- 5:00PM- $125.00 PER STUDENT
GRADES K-5TH 11/02-12/07

NASA - MAD SCIENCE: *
Mad Science and NASA have teamed up to bring you this
exciting program! Create your own comet and explore the sun,
moon, stars and planets. Learn what it’s like to live in space
and work with laser technology that has been developed for
space exploration. Investigate the forces of flight by building
your own rocket! Weather permitting; our session will end with
an actual rocket launch! Join in activity kits
mailed to each child.

TUESDAYS - 5:00PM- $125.00 PER STUDENT
GRADES K-5TH 11/03-12/08

This is a 1 week class


